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About This Game

Europe, beginning of the XIX century. Born from the ashes of the Ancient-Regime, the new French Empire is putting the old
continent on fire, spreading the seeds of the Revolution.

Napoleon Bonaparte, inflicting several humiliating defeats to his enemies, has shown how ineffective the old tactics have been
against him, forcing the other European powers to renovate their approach.
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Will this be enough to put an end the French ambitions? Or it will be just another fruitless effort against the military genius of
the Corsican ogre?

March to Glory is a turn-based strategy game that takes you through the Napoleonic wars with a new strategic and challenging
gameplay, full of interesting mechanics combined with thrilling combat.

Give orders to many different units and choose the best tactics to fight with your forces: engage in ranged attacks, cavalry
charges and infantry assaults!

You’ll also be able to have different unit formations and promote your units to give them advantages in different situations and
kinds of terrains.

Enjoy the Single player campaign with 14 historical maps, ranging from France to Russia, passing through Austria, the German
States and Prussia, or play with your friends in the Multiplayer mode that allowing you to have always different experiences.

Finally, the beautiful soundtrack that will accompany you with great classical music, some of it composed in honour of the
battles depicted in game.

Features
- Strategic and challenging gameplay

- Realistic combat system combined with simple to use mechanics
- Ranged combat, cavalry charges, different unit formations: line, column, square, morale

- Promotion based on unit's class, reinforcements, flanking, support, routs and cascade routs.
- Promote units according to your strategy and always take into consideration terrain type.

- Reinforcements not always arrive in time so having a plan B might help
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Pudding is a hell of a drug.. This game is a very pleasant surprise, a true hidden gem. I had never heard of it, but had a 75% off
coupon for it and decided to give it a try. It really exceeded my expectations.

If you like stealth games, cyberpunk, and RPGs, this game is right up your alley.

The main plot is a bit short, but the side quests and optional areas are quite extensive. I was honestly surprised how cohesive the
open world of Peh was.

My only criticism is that the "Nectar" leveling system is not fully explained in game, or tutorialized. I kind of had to look up
stuff on the web to figure it out.
. This requires an offside registration. The process for this is documented nowhere obvious. This is compounded by the fact that
for me at least it did not work at all. The COPY button the horizon's client presents puts nothing in the clip board, it does not
even clear it.

Since having the latest expansion is required to play with my friends, this makes the entire game useless to me. I will ask for a
refund on this product, but sadly I can not refund the base game at this point.

0\/10 game not functional, can not get past loader.

UPDATE 5\/26\/19: Well, before I got around to submitting a refund I uninstalled\/cleared cache\/reinstalled another time, and
it stopped asking me to go through that process and let me into the launcher. Maybe they had patched it in the meantime. Guess
I'll actually have to see if it's worth the PITA now.. I personally dislike FNAF series (very much)

So it kinda hurts to say this, this game isn't half bad!

Movement and not being locked in a single room pressing few buttons, instantly makes the gameplay way better.

Singleplayer stamina is VERY limited (you have stamina of a 9-month old baby)

Multiplayer seems pretty fun, it just takes way too long to find a match to be worth it.

It's kinda sad to see how the community makes better games than the maker of the original games.

TL:DR
I dislike FNAF
dis game ok
. Much improved over the first iteration of this series.. Unlike this game a roach will never be deadlier, roomier or deadlier than
the previous one you smited.. Most fun, amazing plane fighting game i have ever played. Try it, its worth your time..
ACTUALLY REALLY FUN

LIKE

ROLLING AROUND AND♥♥♥♥♥♥br>
INCREDIBLE
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. What do you get with this AI DLC - 5 new characters, sometime with glasses sometimes without, different stubble, different
clothes, new chat and voices(mostly in german with the odd hello). The originally OMSI 2 has the same 5 or 6 people so
doubling that helps improve the experience. Installation took about 15 mins you have to do a bit of copy pasting but it's all
explained the the video that comes with the add-on, the length of time is determined by how many maps you need to add the
people to but I was adding to around 13 maps. For the prices I think it enhances the game enough for me to recommend the
DLC
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why is it $226??. I HATE GALACTUS. Yet again it crashed!. it is the game evor!. Definitely different, but it was kinda fun. It
does get boring at times, but if you just want something to do for awhile, I would recommend it.. If you didn’t like the controls
of the original Cobalt but did like the aesthetics, this is just for you.. Visually minimalistic but very, very deep strategy that
doesn't feel too pressuring as time goes by. It can get quite relaxing later on once you've placed enough weapons to indefinitely
keep the Creeper at bay until you decide to seize more of its territory.
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